Curriculum Map 2020/2021
Year 2/3
Week

English

Maths

Core Subjects

Science

PE

Computing

RE

Summer Term

Humanities

1

2

3

4

5

6

The Gruffalo
Character
description

The Gruffalo
Research
woodland animal
Report writing

The Gruffalo
Invent a new
character.

Jack and the
Beanstalk

Jack and the
Beanstalk

Jim and the
Beanstalk

Description of
a setting.

Instructions –
planting a seed

Measures
Length &
weight

Measures –
temp and
capacity

Measures –
Time

Addition and
subtraction
Written formal
methods

Missing
operations
+ and -

Know how seeds
and bulbs grow
into mature
plants.

Do bigger seeds
grow into
bigger plants?

Naming plants –
look in local
environment.

How many
different ways
can we group
plants?

Know what
seeds need to
grow healthy

Do cress seeds
grow quicker
inside or
outside?

Yoga

Yoga

Yoga

Yoga

Yoga

Yoga

Games - cricket

Games - cricket

Games - cricket

Games - cricket

Games - cricket

Games - cricket

Dictation
Type fact
about what
London was like.
Save

Load document.
Type another
fact.
Add an image.

Explore Puppet
pals app.
Begin to retell
story of Great
Fire.

What can we
see in a
Buddhist home
shrine?

How do
Buddhists
worship and
what helps
them to
worship?

How to add
music to our
Puppet pals
historical
story?
Why add?
How do
Buddhist monks
spend their
day?

Record voice
over music.

What does the
Buddhist wheel
mean?

Puppet pals –
add animations,
background and
second
character to
story.
What is the
sangha?

Letter of
apology to the
giant.
Multiplication
and division

The
Arts

Music

Oak academy
Musical devices

Why did it
spread quickly
and burn for so
long?
Oak academy
Musical devices

How do we
know about the
great fire?

Why is Samuel
Pepys diary so
important?

How did London
change after
the great fire?

Oak academy
Musical devices

Oak academy
Musical devices

Oak academy
Musical devices

Article 29 – Education should help you use and develop your
talents

Which fire was
the greatest
London or
Newcastle?
Oak academy
Musical devices

9

10

11

12

13

Jack and the
Beanstalk
Story writing

Information –
seaside
destination
abroad. Non
fiction focus.

Information –
seaside
destination
abroad. Non
fiction focus.

Holiday
destination –
postcard

Holiday
destination
Persuasive poster

ASSESSMENT
Create an
imaginary
island

Good bye
letters.

Position and
direction
Place value
Odd and even
nos
ordering

Place value –
comparing,
Comparative
language
representing nos
in different
ways.
Diet and
nutrition recap.
Why is it
important to eat
the right foods?

Problem solving –
one and two step
problems.

Money representing

Money addition
and subtraction

Assessment

Reasoning.
Maths
challenges.

Are foods that
are high in sugar
high in energy?

Food groups
recap, sorting
food into
correct groups.

How does the
size of your
bones change
over the year?

Explain how
muscles are
used for
movement.

Gymnastics –
Family of
Actions
Games -3 touch
ball
Data handling
linked to
favourite
seaside
destinations.

Gymnastics –
Family of Actions
Games -3 touch
ball

Gymnastics –
Family of
Actions
Games -3 touch
ball
Digital
photography –
photographing
flowers and
growth on school
grounds.
How can we
learn about our
local
communities?

Know that humans
and animals have
skeletons for
protection and
support. Can you
name some of the
bones in your
body?
Gymnastics –
Family of Actions
Games -3 touch
ball

Do cress seeds
grow quicker
inside or
outside?

Digital
Literacydigital trail

Data handling
linked to
favourite seaside
destinations.

How can we learn
about our local
communities?

Which
countries are in
the UK?

When and how
did the great
fire begin?

8

How do
Buddhists
express their
faith?

Geography

History

7

Where can I go
on a Seaside
holiday?

Can you describe
the physical and
human features
of the seaside?

Can you describe
places and
routes on a map?

Programming and
coding

Gymnastics –
Family of
Actions
Games -3
touch ball
Programming
and coding

How can we learn
about our local
communities?

How can we
learn about our
local
communities?

Can you describe a
seaside town?

What do maps
tell me about
Kenya?

Stripy salad
pot.

DT

Art

PSHCE

Charcoal Great
Fire if London,
lines and
shading
What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

Portraits –
Samuel Pepys

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

Louise
Bourgeois

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

Louise
Bourgeois

Louise
Bourgeois

Louise Bourgeois

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

French

Article 29 – Education should help you use and develop your
talents

What helps us
grow and stay
healthy?

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

I can

Commodities –
meat

Levers and
sliders
Boat moving
across the sea

Levers and sliders

Levers and
sliders

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

I can

I can

I can

I can

Levers and
sliders

How do we
recognise our
feelings?

I can

